Multiphoton laser-scanning microscopy and spatial analysis of dehydroergosterol distributions on plasma membrane of living cells.
Multiphoton laser-scanning microscopy (MPLSM) imaging in combination with advanced image analysis techniques provides unique opportunities to visualize the arrangement of cholesterol in the plasma membrane (PM) of living cells. MPLSM makes possible the use of a naturally occurring sterol, dehydroergosterol (DHE), for observing sterol-enriched areas of the PM. Pure DHE has properties similar to cholesterol as observed in model and cellular membranes but with a conjugated double-bond system that fluoresces at ultraviolet wavelengths. MPLSM enables the excitation of DHE at infrared wavelengths that many laser-scanning microscopy systems are able to transmit effectively and that are less harmful to the cell. Thus, with the incorporation of DHE into living cells and the advent of MPLSM, real-time images of the cellular distribution of DHE can be obtained. In juxtaposition, notably the application of newly advanced techniques in image analysis, aids not only the identification and segmentation of sterol-rich regions of the PM of cells, but also the elucidation of the statistical nature of the observed patterns. In studies involving murine L-cell (Larpt-+K-) fibroblasts, DHE is shown to exhibit strong cluster patterns within the PM.